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Nomenclature

BHEs  borehole heat exchangers
CP    circulation pump
GHS   ground heat storage
HP    heat pump
SCs   solar collectors
SAGSHPs  solar-assisted ground-source heat pumps
CCOP  coefficient of performance for compressor
SCOP  coefficient of performance for the system
\( F_{mec} \)  fraction of monthly heat contributed by heat extraction from core GHS
\( F_{mbp} \)  fraction of monthly heat contributed by the HP
\( F_{msc} \)  fraction of monthly heat contributed by SCs
\( Q_{hp} \)  heat produced by the HP
\( Q_{ma} \)  monthly heat injected into the core region of the GHS
\( Q_{msc} \)  monthly valid heat gain of solar collectors
\( Q_{mu} \)  monthly heat supplied to the user side
\( Q_{muer} \)  monthly heat contributed by heat extraction from the core GHS
\( Q_{nuhp} \)  monthly heat contributed by the HP
\( Q_{musc} \)  monthly heat consumption of user side contributed by SCs
\( R_{exc/r} \)  ratio of heat extracted from core GHS to the heat recharged into it
\( R_{et/r} \)  ratio of total heat-extraction from the ground to heat injected into it
\( R_{mr/v} \)  month-averaged ratio of the heat injected into the ground to the valid heat gain of SCs
\( t_{a1} \)  water temperature at the top of water tank A
\( t_{b2} \)  water temperature at the bottom of water tank B
\( t_{sc1} \)  water temperature at the upper header of the SCs mounted on the Dwelling 3 roof
\( t_{w1} \)  temperature measured at the borehole wall of W1
Abstract

To maintain the energy quality with high temperature and reduce the energy loss of seasonal heat-storage in solar-assisted ground-source heat pumps (SAGSHPs), a novel SAGSHP system with the heat-cascading of borehole heat-exchangers was designed and its field-test was conducted in this paper. The borehole heat-exchangers were divided into two regions: the core region and the peripheral region. The core region can maintain a high temperature (e.g. 45 °C), which is much higher than in previous studies, and the heat from this region can be used directly, without the operation of a heat pump. The field-test was conducted in a community in the province Shandong, China. The results indicate that a sufficient soil-temperature gradient (the temperature is high in the core but low at the periphery) can be created and maintained. The monthly averaged borehole-wall-temperature difference between the borehole heat-exchangers (BHEs) at the core and the periphery can be as high as 30.1 °C. This means that both cascaded heat-storage and heat-utilization can be realized. In addition, an average performance of $CCOP=5.15$ and $SCOP=4.66$ can be achieved. Compared with previous studies, despite the lower $CCOP$, a higher $SCOP$ can be attained, thanks to heat cascade storage and - utilization. The novel approach described in this paper represents a viable alternative for space heating in North China.
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1 Introduction

During the past decades, ground-source heat pumps, a well-known type of renewable energy technology, have grown in popularity (Yuan et al., 2012; Luo et al., 2016). Because the temperature of the ground-soil changes less than the air temperature, and the evaporation temperature is higher for heating applications, and the condensation temperature is lower for cooling, ground source heat-pumps can reach higher energy-efficiencies than conventional air-source heat pumps (Sarbu et al., 2014). However, in heating-dominant buildings, the thermal imbalance of the soil can reduce the heating performance in the long-term (You et al., 2018; Fine et al., 2018; Li et al., 2018). To solve this problem, solar-assisted ground-source heat pump (SAGSHP) systems, where solar collectors are combined with a ground-source heat-pump, are used in heating-dominant buildings (Olsson, 1984; Andrew et al., 2003). A SAGSHP system attempts to compensate the thermal imbalance of the ground soil and achieve a higher performance coefficient for the system (SCOP) in the long run (Xi et al., 2011; Yang et al., 2006). Furthermore, when seasonal heat-storage is added, solar collectors can be used throughout the whole year by injecting the heat into the ground soil using borehole heat exchangers (BHEs) even during non-heating seasons (Bauer et al., 2010). However, a significant disadvantage of conventional SAGSHPs which use seasonal heat-storage, is that the heat produced by solar collectors at a higher temperature (e.g. 50 °C or higher) is converted into the heat stored in the ground heat storage (GHS), which has a much lower temperature, e.g. 18 °C or lower (Liu et al., 2016). Thus, thermal energy quality is wasted.

Previously investigated SAGSHP systems normally use one of three strategies:

In the first strategy, the ground soil is used as heat source for the heat pump but not for solar heat storage. The heat produced by solar collectors can be used for space heating directly or as low temperature heat source for the heat pump together with the heat from BHEs. However, the heat is not injected into the ground even if heating demand is satisfied. This means, some
heat is wasted, especially during non-heating seasons. Razavi et al. (2018) simulated a SAGSHP system that uses this strategy with TRNSYS. The group showed that power consumption could be reduced by 8.7% compared to a standalone ground-source heat pump. Bi et al. (2004) conducted an experiment on a SAGSHP system using this strategy, and a SCOP of 2.78 was reported.

In the second strategy, ground soil is not only used as heat source for the heat pump but also for short-term heat storage. This means the solar collectors can be used during the heating season. However, they are still idle during the non-heating seasons. Solar collectors and BHEs can work alternatingly, simultaneously, or independently. In the alternating operating mode, solar collectors operate during daytime, and the produced heat is injected into the ground soil, and the ground-source heat-pump operates in the evening to extract heat from the ground (Yang et al., 2015). According to the experimental study by Verma et al. (2017), the SCOP increased by 23% in this mode compared with a standalone ground-source heat-pump. In the simultaneous operating mode, solar collectors and BHEs can be connected in series or parallel with each other. Dai et al. (2015) reported that the SCOP reached 3.05 for series connection and 2.83 for parallel connection in their experimental study. Si et al. (2014) conducted a TRNSYS simulation in simultaneous mode and found that the soil temperature decreased by 0.8 °C after 10 years of operation, compared to 3.1 °C for a standalone ground-source heat-pump. The independent working mode uses double U-tube BHEs (Cimmino and Eslami-Nejad, 2017; Shah et al., 2018). BHEs act as heat exchangers between the solar-collector loop and the ground-source heat-pump loop as well as a short-term heat storage. Weeratunge et al. (2018) optimized the system using CPLEX and reported a SCOP of 3.31 for the independent connection.

In the third strategy, ground soil is used as heat source for both the heat pump and seasonal heat-storage. A special characteristic of this operating strategy is that the solar collectors
continue to operate during the non-heating seasons, and the heat is injected into the ground to increase the soil temperature (Stojanović and Akander, 2010). In other words, the solar collectors contribute to the thermal balance not only because less heat is extracted from the ground but also because more heat is injected into it throughout the year. Chen and Yang (2012) conducted a TRNSYS simulation using this strategy and found that the SCOP could be improved by as much as 26.3% compared to a standalone ground-source heat-pump. In addition, the average ground-soil temperature increased by 0.21 ℃ each year instead of the expected decrease, according the experimental study by Zhu et al. (2015).

The SAGSHP with the seasonal heat storage is commonly considered a reasonable and efficient system. However, previous studies did not consider that the high-temperature heat produced by solar collectors was stored and used at a much lower temperature, which wastes thermal energy. In most studies, the heat that was produced by solar collectors was injected evenly into the GHS, and the soil temperature was generally quite low, e.g. 18 ℃ or lower (Liu et al., 2016). Therefore, the heat medium, which is used to extract heat from the GHS, must be delivered to the evaporator of the heat pump to increase the temperature. This, however, means, the system performance remains low. Previous studies show that the soil temperature cannot reach more than 12 ℃ if only one or two BHEs are used in a SAGSHP system (Kjellsson et al., 2010; Reda, 2015; Georgiev et al., 2018; Trillat-Berdal et al., 2006; Niemann and Schmitz, 2019). Even if more BHEs were used, the soil temperature could barely exceed 20 ℃ when the BHEs were connected in parallel (Emmi et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2010; Rad et al., 2013). Hesaraki et al. (2015) recommended a system, where many groups of BHEs were connected in series and the heat produced by solar collectors was injected into the GHS from the core to the periphery. However, the heat that was extracted from the GHS was generally used as a heat source for the heat pump, and heat cascade utilization was not discussed. Another similar configuration of a GHS was used in Okotoks, Canada (Pinel et al., 2011; Xu et al., 2014;
Kandiah and Lightstone, 2016). The system had no heat pump, which means the heat could not be fully used when the soil temperature fell to below a certain level. Wang et al. (2012) performed a TRNSYS simulation, connecting 8/9 BHEs in series. The results showed that the peak soil temperature can reach 29 °C, 25 years later. However, the position-relation between BHEs and heat cascade utilization was not discussed. Furthermore, the extracted heat was also used only as a low-temperature heat-source for the heat pump.

To maintain the energy quality with higher temperature, heat-cascading is considered in this study of a promising novel SAGSHP system. The BHEs were divided into two regions: the core region and the peripheral region. Solar heat is injected into the core region, and a soil temperature gradient, which is higher in the core and lower at the periphery, is created (see details in Section 2.2). This is very different from the conventional uniform temperature-profile. The biggest benefit is that heat cascade storage and utilization can be implemented. More specifically, the heat, which was extracted from the peripheral region at a lower temperature (e.g. 20 °C), was used as a low-temperature heat source for the heat pump. In addition, the heat, which was extracted from the core region at a higher temperature (e.g. 45 °C), was used for space heating, directly. The system construction and operating principle are described in this paper in detail, and a real-world project of this novel hybrid system for space heating is tested. Finally, the system performance is evaluated in the subsequent sections.

2 Description of the project background and the hybrid system

2.1 Real-world project background

The targeted community, Datangfuyuan, is located in the City Gaomi (long.119°26'E-120°01'E, lat. 36°09'N~36°41'N, alt. +7.5~+109.4m, Fig. 1) in the province Shandong, China. A detailed description of the local climate is shown in Tab. 1 (Xu et al, 2012a). The community consists of 9 dwellings – each has 6 floors. The total floor area is 22342 m² with a total designed
heating load of 554 kW. The hybrid system was used for space heating only. The terminal was a low-temperature hot-water radiant floor-heating system.

![Geographic location of Gaomi City, which is located in a cold climate zone in China](image)

Table 1 Detailed description of the climatic conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Value/Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weather station (nearest to Gaomi)</td>
<td>Weifang (long.119°11'E, lat. 36°45', alt. +22.2m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outdoor heating design temperature in winter(^{a})</td>
<td>-7.0 ℃</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average temperature during the heating season</td>
<td>-0.3 ℃</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original soil-temperature (deep)</td>
<td>14.8 ℃</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total horizontal solar radiation</td>
<td>4613.6 MJ/(m(^2)ˑy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunshine percentage in winter</td>
<td>58 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heating degree days at 18 ℃ indoor</td>
<td>2799 ℃ˑd</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{a}\): This concept is defined by Chinese Design code for heating ventilation and air conditioning of civil buildings. It is used to decide the scale of pace heating system

2.2 System description

The hybrid system (Fig. 2) consists of the following key-components – heat-pump unit, solar collectors, BHEs, water tanks, circulation pumps, heat exchanger, and a low-temperature hot-water radiant floor-heating system. One heat-pump set, with a nominal heating capacity of 352.3 kW and a heating rated power input of 75.7 kW, was employed. Evacuated-tube solar-
collectors were used because of their excellent anti-freeze capabilities. 212 sets of solar collectors (diameter: 58 mm, length: 1800 mm, tubes: 50), filled with ethylene glycol, were mounted on the roofs of the dwellings. They faced south and were tilted at an angle of 36°.

Two water tanks, with the same volume (125 m$^3$), were used as a thermal buffer as well as short-term heat-storage. By connecting the bottom of the water tank A with the top of water tank B, a thermal stratification was created.

In total, 150 single U-pipe BHEs were installed. The borehole depth was 75 m, and the diameter is 150 mm. Thus, the total pipe-length in the BHEs was 22,500 m. The borehole pitches between the BHEs are shown in Fig. 3. These BHEs were divided into 2 groups, the core region and the peripheral region. Solar heat was injected into the BHEs of the core region but not into the peripheral region. In the core region, 76 BHEs were organized into 19 loops. There were 4 BHEs in each loop, which were connected in series. The heat medium flew through the BHE near the core first, then, sequentially, to the other three BHEs that were located further from the core, during the injection of heat into the ground - see Fig. 3. When heat was extracted from the ground, the heat-medium flow-direction could be reversed using the on/off remote-

Fig. 2. Schematic of the novel hybrid-system (HP: heat pump, CP: circulation pump, SCs: solar collectors, BHEs: borehole heat-exchangers)
controlled valves $V_{a1} - V_{a6}$ - see Fig. 4. This design creates a temperature gradient, with a higher temperature in the core and a lower one at the periphery. This also enables heat cascade storage and utilization. During the heating season, the heat, which was extracted from BHEs in the core region, could be used directly for space heating without the heat pump if the temperature was high enough. Even when the temperature was not high enough for direct heating, the BHEs in the core region were connected to the condenser of the heat pump via water tanks (instead of the evaporator) - see Fig. 4. This makes better use of the heat at higher temperature, e.g. at 45 °C, compared to the heat from peripheral region that could be at only 20 °C. There were 74 BHEs in the peripheral region. These were connected in parallel with each other and with the evaporator of the heat pump, which was used as a low-temperature heat-source. Furthermore, the BHEs in the core region were not used as low-temperature heat-sources for the heat pump. This way it was possible to maintain a higher temperature in the core and contribute to a temperature gradient that points from the periphery to the core.

Fig. 3. Arrangement and division of BHEs for GHS. The transition of colour from red to blue represents a temperature gradient from high to low. Pink wells (W1~W5) mark the measurement points for the borehole-wall temperature.
On the top of the GHS sits an insulation board, which is made of extruded poly styrene (XPS) and a moisture barrier made of high-density polyethylene (HDPE). Prior to the project design, thermal-response tests were performed. The tests were carried out from 31 Jul to 2 Aug 2014, with inlet and outlet temperatures of 27.4 °C and 24 °C, respectively. The results were: the initial temperature in deep ground, without disturbance, was $t_i=14.8$ °C, thermal conductivity was $\lambda=2.176$ W/m·K, the specific heat capacity was $C_p=1.39$ MJ/m³, and heat flux was $q=40.7$ W/m.

### 2.3 Operating modes

The system operates in different modes, depending on climate and heating demand (see Tab. 2). These can be described as follows:

**Non-heating mode**: During non-heating season, the solar-collector side (see Fig. 4) operates, when solar radiation is high. The antifreeze-liquid in the solar collectors captures heat and delivers it to water tanks via a heat exchanger and the circulation pumps, P1 and P2. Heat, which was conserved in the water tanks was injected into the core region of the GHS, driven...
by P3. The heat pump and the user side were switched-off in this mode because there is no heating demand.

**Heating mode:** During heating season, heat produced by solar collectors could be used directly for space heating. Heat, which was extracted from the BHEs in the core region, were a second support option if the solar collectors alone were not sufficient to meet the heating demand. The heat pump was turned on when both, solar collectors and the heat extracted from the core region, were not sufficient.

### 2.4 Control strategy

The control strategy is summarized in Tab. 2.

**Solar-collector side:** The on/off control of the solar-collector side was based on the monitors for the water temperature at the top of the water tank A \( t_{a1} \) and the upper header of the solar collectors mounted on the Dwelling 3 roof \( t_{sc1} \). As shown in Tab. 2, circulation pumps (P1 and P2) begin to operate when \( t_{sc1} > 90 \, ^\circ\text{C} \). The operation continues until \( t_{sc1} < t_{a1} + 10 \, ^\circ\text{C} \). The control parameters were identical for the heating and non-heating seasons.

**User side:** The user side operates intermittently during heating-season and was controlled by skilled engineers. The first two heating seasons for this project were from 2 Nov 2015 to 22 Mar 2016, and from 11 Nov 2016 to 18 Mar 2017.

**Core GHS side:** There are two operating conditions for the core GHS side: injecting heat into the GHS during the non-heating season and extracting heat from it during heating season (see Tab. 2). Heat injection starts for \( t_{a1} > t_{w1} + 15 \, ^\circ\text{C} \), where \( t_{w1} \) is the temperature measured at the borehole wall of W1 - see Fig. 3. Heat injection lasts until \( t_{a1} < t_{w1} + 10 \, ^\circ\text{C} \), while heat extraction only takes place during the heating season. It starts if the two conditions are satisfied at the same time: \( t_{w1} > t_{b2} + 10 \, ^\circ\text{C} \) and \( t_{a1} < 50 \, ^\circ\text{C} \), where \( t_{b2} \) is the water temperature at the bottom of water tank B. When the core GHS side operates in injection mode, the valves \( V_{a2}, V_{a3}, \) and \( V_{a4} \) are closed, while the valves \( V_{a1}, V_{a5}, \) and \( V_{a6} \) are open - see Fig. 4. Water is pumped from the
top of the water tank A to the BHEs in the core GHS, which is shown in red in Fig 3, via the
water manifold A. After the heat exchange, water was collected by the water manifold B and
returned to the bottom of water tank B. On the other hand, when operating in extraction mode,
the valves $V_{a2}$, $V_{a3}$, and $V_{a4}$ were open, while the valves $V_{a1}$, $V_{a5}$, and $V_{a6}$ were closed. Then,
the direction of the water flow reversed.

**Heat pump and peripheral GHS side:** The heat-pump operates only when the two conditions
were satisfied simultaneously, i.e., the user side was operating and $t_{a1}<50$ °C. If the heat pump
works, valve $V_{b1}$ was closed, and valves $V_{b2}$ and $V_{b3}$ were opened. Otherwise the opposite
occurred.

### Table 2 Operating modes and control strategies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Season</th>
<th>User side</th>
<th>Solar collector side</th>
<th>Core GHS side</th>
<th>Heat pump &amp; peripheral GHS side</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-heating</td>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>Solar heat is used for heat injection to the ground.</td>
<td>Heat is injected into the ground. Open valves: $V_{a1}$, $V_{a5}$, $V_{a6}$; Close valves: $V_{a2}$, $V_{a3}$, $V_{a4}$.</td>
<td>OFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control strategy</td>
<td>If $t_{sc1}&gt;90$ °C, turn on pumps P1, P2. If $t_{sc1}&lt;t_{a1}+10$, turn off pumps P1, P2.</td>
<td>If $t_{a1}&gt;t_{a1}+15$ °C, turn on pump P3. If $t_{a1}&lt;t_{a1}+10$ °C, turn off pump P3.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heating</td>
<td>Operates intermittently</td>
<td>Valid heat gain is used for space heating.</td>
<td>Heat is extracted from the ground. Close valves: $V_{a1}$, $V_{a5}$, $V_{a6}$; Open valves: $V_{a2}$, $V_{a3}$, $V_{a4}$.</td>
<td>Only operates when the heat from SCs and core GHS cannot meet the heating demand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control strategy</td>
<td>Controlled by skilled engineers.</td>
<td>The same as non-heating season.</td>
<td>If $t_{w1}&gt;t_{b2}+10$ °C and $t_{a1}&lt;50$ °C, turn on pump P3. Otherwise, turn off pump P3.</td>
<td>If the user side operates and $t_{a1}&lt;50$ °C, turn on the heat pump; turn on pump P5; open valves $V_{b2}$, $V_{b3}$; close valve $V_{b1}$. Otherwise the opposite is true.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3 Methods

3.1 Data collection

The data-collection system includes the temperature-measurement system, heat-measuring system, and electricity-measurement system. The indoor temperature of four sample flats, outdoor temperature, soil temperature at the borehole wall, water temperature at the top of water tank A and the bottom of water tank B, and the water temperature at the top header of the solar collectors were measured. To measure the borehole wall temperatures, sensors were buried in suitable boreholes (W1 ~ W5), which are highlighted in pink in Fig. 3. As reported in the literature (Niemann and Schmitz, 2019; Xi et al., 2017), the borehole-wall temperature-change in the vertical direction was small and could be ignored. Thus, only one measurement point was set for each borehole, at a depth of 30m. In addition, the heat meter $H_{sc}$ was used to measure the heat flux produced by the solar collectors. The heat meters $H_r$ and $H_e$, were used to measure the heat injected into and extracted from the BHEs in the core region. The heat meters $H_{w1}$ and $H_{hp}$, were used to measure the heat supplied by the water tanks and the heat produced by the heat-pump condenser. And the heat meter $H_u$ was used to measure the heat supplied to the user side - see Fig. 4. Two electricity meters were used to measure the electric input. One was used to measure electric input for the whole system, including all pumps and the heat pump. The other one was used to measure the electric input for the heat pump separately. Detailed information of the used devices is provided in Tab. 3. All data were logged within an interval of 30 min.

3.2 Uncertainty analysis

The uncertainty analysis in the field test includes the error estimation for both measured and calculated parameters. The relative errors of the measured and calculated parameters can be obtained using the following equations (Dai et al., 2015):

$$\frac{\Delta X}{X_i} = \frac{\lambda_x L_x}{X_i}$$

(1)
\[ \Delta Y_i/Y_i = \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( \frac{\partial Y_i}{\partial X_i} \lambda_x \cdot L_x \right)^2} / Y_i \]  

(2)

where \( L_x \) is the upper limit of the measuring range, \( \lambda_x \) is the accuracy according to the manufacturer, \( X_i \) is the value of a measured parameter, \( Y_i \) is a function of a series of measured independent variables. The relative errors of the main parameters in the field test are shown in Tab. 4.

### Table 3 Specifications of the used measurement devices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Measurement range</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temperature sensor</td>
<td>WZP-230PT100</td>
<td>0-100 °C</td>
<td>±(0.15+0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat meter</td>
<td>CRL-G(DN80,65)</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>3+4Δt_{\text{min}}/Δt+0.02q_p/q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity meter</td>
<td>400/5</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>±1 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4 Uncertainty of the main parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Relative uncertainty (%)</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Relative uncertainty (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Outdoor temperature</td>
<td>°C</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>( F_{\text{mec}} )</td>
<td>6.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indoor temperature</td>
<td>°C</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>( F_{\text{mhp}} )</td>
<td>7.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>borehole wall temperature</td>
<td>°C</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>( F_{\text{msc}} )</td>
<td>8.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat at solar side</td>
<td>kW·h</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>( R_{\text{rec}r} )</td>
<td>6.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat at core GHS side (injected)</td>
<td>kW·h</td>
<td>3.64</td>
<td>( R_{\text{me}r} )</td>
<td>6.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat at core GHS side (extracted)</td>
<td>kW·h</td>
<td>5.05</td>
<td>( R_{\text{et}r} )</td>
<td>6.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat supplied to user side</td>
<td>kW·h</td>
<td>5.42</td>
<td>( CCOP )</td>
<td>5.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat produced by heat pump</td>
<td>kW·h</td>
<td>5.42</td>
<td>( SCOP )</td>
<td>4.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat from water tank to user side &amp;</td>
<td>kW·h</td>
<td>5.42</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>circulation pumps</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>power consumption of heat pump</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>power consumption of heat pump</td>
<td>kW·h</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 Test results and performance analysis

4.1 Indoor- and outdoor- temperature during the heating season

The heating season started from 11 Nov 2016, but the indoor temperature records were from 10th of Dec 2016. As shown in Fig. 5, most of the day-averaged indoor temperatures met the
Chinese standard (not lower than 16 °C) (Xu, et al., 2012b). The few exceptions were infrequent, and they may have been caused by opened windows for example since the occupants were not instructed to follow any special procedures. This means the space-heating requirements were adequately met using this hybrid system.

Fig. 5. Day-averaged indoor and outdoor temperature during the heating season

4.2 Monthly supplied heat to the user during the heating season

As illustrated in Fig. 6 (a), the monthly heat supplied to the user, $Q_{mu}$, during the first heating season (Nov 2015 ~ Mar 2016), varied parabolically. The peak value of 65.08 MW·h occurred on Jan 2016 with the lowest value (29.97 MW·h) on Nov 2015. While the trend of $Q_{mu}$ during the second heating-season (Nov 2016 ~ Mar 2017) was similar to the first one, the absolute values were much higher due to a higher occupancy rate. The highest $Q_{mu}$ occurred on Jan 2017 when 158.87 MW·h were reached, while the lowest value was recorded on Nov 2016 (53.68 MW·h). The total heat supplied to the user side for the two heating seasons were, respectively, 229.97 MW·h and 580.63 MW·h. According to Fig. 6, the monthly heat, which was supplied to the user by solar collectors ($Q_{musc}$), showed little difference for the two heating seasons in the respective months. Yet, according to Fig. 7, their fractions ($F_{musc}$) for the first heating season were vastly higher than for the second. This is because the capacity of the solar collectors did not increase with increased heating demand, i.e., a lower $Q_{mu}$ caused a higher $F_{musc}$. On the other hand, a higher heating demand means a larger contribution by the heat pump, independent of
$Q_{mhp}$ or $F_{mhp}$ - see Figs 6 and 7. Furthermore, the system was able to work with a higher SCOP ($= \frac{\text{heat supplied to the user side by the hybrid system}}{\text{total electricity consumed by the system including circulation pumps and heat pump}}$) when the community had a lower occupancy rate. The contribution of the heat extracted from the core GHS also increased both in value ($Q_{muec}$) and fraction ($F_{mhp}$) for the second heating season compared to the first one. As much as 2.87 MW·h and 0.36 MW·h of heat were extracted from the core GHS on Nov and Dec during the first heating season. The values for the second heating season were 15.20 MW·h and 40.80 MW·h. In addition, 7.00 MW·h and 0.25 MW·h heat were extracted from the core GHS on Jan and Feb during the second heating season. This occurred because heat accumulation had not been so large for the first heating season. According to Fig. 7, due to the higher soil temperature at the beginning of the second heating season, the contribution fractions for heat extraction from core GHS ($F_{mec}$) on Nov and Dec 2016 were much higher than for later months. Heat extraction from core GHS mainly occurred on Nov and Dec 2016, which accounted for 88.5% of the total of the whole heating season.

![Fig. 6. Monthly heat-consumption on user side and its composition](image)
Fig. 7. Fractions of contributions for heat from the heat pump, solar collectors, and extracted from core GHS

4.3 CCOP during the heating season

Average CCOP (=the heat produced by heat pump divided by the electricity consumed by the heat-pump compressor) during different periods of the second heating season are depicted in Fig. 8. The highest average CCOP of 6.05 occurred in the earliest period in the heating season. A downward trend can also be identified using this chart. The lowest value of 4.72 occurred in the last period of the heating season. This is because the soil temperature reached the peak value at the start of the heating season after as many as 8 months of heat injection. The soil temperature gradually decreased as heat was continually extracted from the ground and diffused to the surrounding soil. Interestingly, an increase of CCOP was observed for the period from 16 Feb to 26 Feb - see Fig. 8. This is because the heat production by the heat pump ($Q_{hp}$) during this period was at a low level. Because a lower $Q_{hp}$ caused less heat-exchange demand between the heat medium in the BHEs and the surrounding soil, a lower temperature difference was needed. Hence, the inlet water temperature for the heat-pump evaporator increases. Furthermore, thanks to reduced heat extraction from the BHEs, the soil temperature near the BHEs could recover faster. The temperature recovery also increases the temperature of the water supplied to the evaporator. For these two reasons, a higher CCOP was achieved. A
similar trend can be found for the period 7 Jan to 17 Jan. In other words, \( CCOP \) decreased faster, when \( Q_{hp} \) was higher. Moreover, when \( Q_{hp} \) was lower, \( CCOP \) reduced slower or even increased slightly.

![Graph showing CCOP and Qhp values over different periods.](image)

Fig. 8. The average values of \( CCOP \) and \( Q_{hp} \) during different periods

### 4.4 Valid heat gain of solar collectors and its destination

Fig. 9 (a) shows the monthly valid heat gain of solar collectors (\( Q_{msc} \)) during a calendar year in 2016. \( Q_{msc} \) on June was the highest for the whole year, with 99.17 MW·h. The values for May and July were second and third, with about 95 MW·h. Unfortunately, \( Q_{msc} \) was generally low in the months during heating season. January and December had the lowest \( Q_{msc} \) of the year, with 36.34 MW·h and 37.14 MW·h, respectively. There are two reasons for this phenomenon. The first one is that the outdoor temperature was low during these months, which reduced the efficiency of the solar collectors. The second reason is that, the subsolar point was far from the targeted city during heating season. As a result, less solar radiation reached the solar collectors. These two reasons are applicable to all cities in north China. Thus, the variations of the valid heat gain of solar collectors for different cities are similar. Considering this, a seasonal heat-storage is indispensable to make full use of solar collectors for the entire year. The monthly heat injected into the core GHS (\( Q_{mr} \)) is shown in yellow in Fig. 9 (a). The month-averaged ratio of the heat injected into the ground to the valid heat gain of solar collectors (\( R_{mr/v} \)) is
shown in purple. For most of the non-heating months, $R_{mr/v}$ exceeded 90%. An exception was on October with 88%. Heat was rarely injected into the ground during the heating season, so that it could be efficiently utilized for space heating directly.

As shown in Fig. 9 (b), the total valid heat gain of the solar collectors for the year was 838.99 MW·h. A fraction of 70% (528.63 MW·h) was injected into the core GHS, and a fraction of 25% (211.28 MW·h) was used directly for space heating. The remaining 5% (45.08 MW·h) were lost to ambient air.

![Diagram](image)

- Monthly valid heat-gain of solar collectors and its injection in the ground
- Percentages of different destinations for valid heat gain of solar collectors

**Fig. 9.** Valid heat gain of solar collectors and its destination

### 4.5 Heat injected into (and extracted from) core GHS

The ratio of heat extracted from core GHS to the heat injected into it ($R_{ec/r}$) is a primary parameter to evaluate the performance of both heat cascade utilization and seasonal heat storage. A higher $R_{ec/r}$ means that the heat cascade utilization and seasonal heat storage are more efficient. The monthly heat injected and extracted during the period of July 2015 to May
2017 is shown in Fig. 10. The period before Feb 2016 is defined as the first recharge/extraction cycle, while the period from Mar 2016 to Feb 2017 is defined as the second recharge/extraction cycle. During the first recharge/extraction cycle, little heat was extracted from core GHS, and $R_{rec/r}$ was very low, less than 1%. The maximum monthly heat, which was extracted from core GHS was only 2.87 MW·h. The reasons for this were given in Section 4.2. For the second recharge/extraction cycle, the monthly heat, which was extracted from core GHS, increased significantly (to 15.20 MW·h, 40.80 MW·h and 7.00 MW·h in Nov, Dec 2016, and Jan 2017). $R_{rec/r}$ increased to 10.86% as a result of substantial heat accumulation in the GHS. This is considered to be a sufficiently good number. As the heat accumulation in the core GHS continued, a higher $R_{rec/r}$ could be expected because an upward trend for the borehole wall temperature was observed in the core region, when the first and the second recharge/extraction cycle (see Section 4.6) were compared.

![Graph showing heat injection and extraction](image)

**Fig. 10. Monthly heat extracted (MW·h) from core GHS**

### 4.6 Variation of borehole wall temperatures

The variation of the month-averaged borehole wall temperatures in the respective BHEs (Fig. 3) is shown in Fig. 11. A significant temperature-gradient, which was higher in the core and lower at the periphery, can be seen. The temperature difference between W1 (at the core) and
W5 (at the periphery) increased during the second recharge/extraction cycle compared with the first one, which increased from 19.4 °C in Jun 2015 to 30.1 °C in Nov 2017. These results are very promising for heat cascade storage and utilization. According to Fig. 11, the peak value of W1 reached 56.6 °C in Oct 2016. As measured, the outlet medium temperature of the extracted heat from the core GHS, can reach 43.4 °C at the start of the second heating season. This temperature was much higher than the one reported in other studies, for example, 15.2 °C in Li et al. (2018). It exceeded the maximum recommended inlet water temperature (20 °C) for the heat pump evaporator in heating mode according to the product specifications (Menergy, 2019). Thus, the water, which extracted heat from the core ground heat-storage, was pumped to the user directly or to the condenser of the heat pump. Heat could be utilized at higher temperature using this approach. On the other hand, the water that extracts heat from peripheral BHEs can reach the evaporator of the heat pump and be used as heat source. In other words, cascaded heat utilization was realized successfully.

In addition, as seen in Fig. 11, the highest month-averaged temperature of W1~W4, for the core region, sharply increased compared to the first and the second recharge/extraction cycle. The average growth was 9.9 °C, while the highest monthly-averaged temperature in W5 at the periphery increased by 5.9 °C. The temperature increase in the core region suggests a larger potential of energy usage at the higher temperature.
4.7 Energy balance of the hybrid system

To learn more about the performance of the hybrid system, the energy-flow between the different components in the second recharge/extraction cycle are shown in Fig. 12. The total valid heat gain of the solar collectors was measured to be 838.99 MW·h, of which 582.63 MW·h was injected into the core GHS. Simultaneously, 63.25 MW·h was extracted from core GHS, and 266.00 MW·h was supplied to the user side from the water tanks. All the above values were measured using heat meters. According to the energy-conservation principle, a total heat-loss of 53.61 MW·h took place. For the heat pump, the heat meter measured a heat flow of 306.10 MW·h at the condenser side, and the power meter showed 59.39 MW·h of electric input, which means that the average CCOP was 5.15 \((\frac{306.10}{59.39}=5.15)\). Furthermore, as much as 246.71 MW·h of heat was extracted from the BHEs in the peripheral region. The ratio of total heat-extraction from the ground to heat injected into it, \(R_{e/o}\), was 53.2 % \((\frac{63.25+246.71}{582.63}=53.2 \%)\). On the other hand, the ratio of heat extracted from core GHS to the heat injected into the ground, \(R_{e/o}\), was 10.86 % - see Section 4.5. Thus, the heat, which was extracted from ground and used at higher temperature, divided by heat extracted from ground and used at lower temperature, was about \(1/4\) \((\frac{63.25}{246.71})\). The total heat supplied
to the user side was 580.63 MW·h. Of this, 306.10 MW·h was produced by the heat-pump condenser, which accounted for 52.7 % (306.10/580.63). 63.25MW·h, which accounted for 10.9 % (63.25/580.63), was due to the heat extraction from the core GHS. The remainder of the heat, about 36.4 % (1-52.7 %-10.9 %), came from the solar collectors directly. Three measured heat flows were then compared: the heat flow of the user side, the heat flow produced by the heat pump, and the heat flow supplied by the water tanks to the user side. An error of 1.5 % ((580.63-266.00-306.10)/580.63=1.5 %) was found. It falls within the error described in Section 3.2.

The total electricity consumption of the system in the second recharge/extraction cycle was 124.57 MW·h (65.18 MW·h+59.39 MW·h). Considering that the total heat supplied to the user side was 580.63 MW·h, the SCOP during the second recharge/extraction cycle was 4.66 (580.63/124.57). The circulation pumps consumed 65.18 MW·h electricity, which was more than half of the total. Fig. 13 shows the percentage of the monthly electricity consumption by the heat pump and circulation pumps. 52.3 % (65.18/124.57) of the total electricity was consumed by circulation pumps. 23.8 % (29.68/124.57) was consumed during non-heating seasons, while 28.5 % (52.3 % - 23.8 %) was consumed during the heating season. The heat pump alone consumed 47.7 % (59.39/124.57). Fig. 6 and Fig. 13 show the months, when the heat pump contributed more thermal energy, and it likely consumed more electricity. In Dec 2016 and Feb. 2017, however, the heat produced by the heat pump was almost the same, while the electricity consumption by the heat pump was much higher in Feb. 2017. This is because the CCOP decreased as the heating season continued. The results for the circulation pumps and the heat pump confirm that decreasing the power consumption of the circulation pumps is as important as finding ways to reduce the power consumed by the heat pump.
Fig. 12. Energy diagram for the system during the second recharge/extraction cycle

Fig. 13. Electricity input distribution of the system during the second recharge/extraction cycle (CP: circulation pump, HP: heat pump)

5 Discussion

5.1 SCOP, CCOP, Rec/r, and Ret/r

SCOP represents the overall energy efficiency of the whole hybrid system. A higher SCOP number means that less power is consumed by the system. CCOP, on the other hand, is used to characterize the energy efficiency of the heat pump alone. It is not necessarily true that the hybrid system is capable of reaching a high SCOP when the CCOP is high. Rec/r, the ratio of heat extracted from core GHS to the heat injected into the ground, is used to characterize heat
cascade utilization. A higher $R_{cht}$ indicates that a larger proportion of the injected heat is extracted and used at a high temperature. The last parameter $R_{cht}$, which is the ratio of the total heat extraction from the ground to the heat injected into it, reflects the energy balance of input and output with respect to the GHS. More heat is injected into the GHS than extracted if $R_{cht} < 1$, which means the trend of the soil temperature in the GHS is upward. Otherwise, the trend is downward. For this project, a $R_{cht}$ of 53.2 % was obtained. The upward trend of the soil temperature in the GHS is shown in Fig. 11.

5.2 Comparison with previous studies

The greatest improvement for this hybrid system, compared to previous systems, is the realization of both heat cascade storage and utilization. In most previous studies, the heat produced by solar collectors was evenly injected into the ground, which caused only a small temperature difference between the core and the periphery of the GHS. In the few studies, where a soil temperature gradient was created, the extracted heat from the ground was generally used as heat source for the heat pump, which led to lower system performance (Hesaraki et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2012). In the present study, the test results indicate that the sufficient soil temperature gradient, which is high at the core and low at the periphery, can be created and maintained. About 20 % of the extracted heat from the GHS was used at high temperature and not as heat source for the heat pump. As a result, a higher $SCOP$ of 4.66 was reached, compared with 3.42 in Wang et al. (2012). Even the $CCOP$ for the heat pump is lower than for previous research: 5.15 VS 5.4 (Wang et al., 2012). Despite the lower $CCOP$ for the heat pump, a higher $SCOP$ was attained, thanks to heat cascade storage and utilization.

5.3 Limitations and suggestions for future studies

While this new system has been described in detail and was field-tested, which confirmed that it is energy efficient, it should be noted that it is subject to certain limitations and uncertainties:

1) The initial investment costs are high because of the solar-collector purchase and borehole
drilling. The investigated project was possible and successful due to a subsidy from the government, which supports renewable energy for space heating. This subsidy, however, is only available in selected regions. Therefore, it is generally important to reduce system costs.

2) It is a complex system that consists of many components. Optimally designed components are essential to ensure safe operation, high efficiency, and affordability. The hybrid system may be used in different building types and various climates. However, it is difficult to create a design criterion that would suit every building and all climatic zones. 3) Just as the system design, both control strategy and operating conditions need to be optimized further to improve energy efficiency and reduce cost.

6 Conclusions

To maintain the energy quality with high temperature and reduce the energy loss of seasonal heat-storage, a novel SAGSHP system considering heat cascade utilization was introduced and investigated in this study. The installation and field test of the system were conducted in the community Datangfuyuan, China. The system performance was analysed, and the main conclusions can be summarized as follows:

i) The field test shows that the day-averaged indoor temperature can meet the Chinese standard (not fall below 16 °C), which shows that the system could satisfy the heating demand successfully.

ii) A high core-temperature and low temperature at the periphery could be implemented and maintained. The month-averaged borehole wall temperature difference between the BHEs, at the core and the periphery, was as high as 30.1 °C. This indicates that heat cascade storage and utilization is practically possible. In addition, the highest month-averaged temperature of the borehole wall in the core increased by 9.9 °C during the second recharge/extraction cycle, compared to the first recharge/extraction cycle. The upward trend of the soil temperature in the
core region suggests that higher heat-extraction from the core region may be possible in the future.

iii) The energy (heat and electricity) balance for the system throughout the second recharge/extraction cycle yields the following performance parameters: $SCOP=4.66$, $CCOP=5.15$. It also shows that 10.9% of the total heat supplied to the user side comes from the heat extraction from the core region of the GHS. 36.4% was supplied directly from solar collectors and 52.7% from the heat pump. In addition, $R_{ech}=53.2\%$ and $R_{ecl}=10.9\%$ were obtained for the second recharge/extraction cycle, which shows that more heat was injected into the GHS than extracted. Moreover, the heat, which was extracted from the ground and used at high temperature, divided by the heat extracted from the ground and used at low temperature, was about 1/4.
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